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1. Introduction

Biases in the parameterization of subgrid-scale shal-

low cumulus fluxes in general circulation model (GCM)

simulations are the dominant source of inter-model vari-

ance in climate sensitivity estimates of the cloud radia-

tive response (e.g. Bony and Dufresne 2005; Williams and

Webb 2009). Entrainment of environmental properties

into clouds and detrainment of cloud properties into the

environment largely determine the characteristics of shal-

low cumulus fields (Sanderson et al. 2008; Klocke et al.

2011), therefore an understanding of the controls on en-

trainment and detrainment is requisite to accurately model

global climate.

Entrainment and detrainment parameterizations pro-

posed in the literature use a wide range of predictive vari-

ables spanning cloud morphological parameters: surface

area, cross-sectional area a, radius, cloud-top height (e.g.

Tiedtke 1989; Bretherton and Park 2009); buoyancy sort-

ing parameters: critical mixing fraction χc (the fraction

of environmental air required to render a cloudy mixture

neutrally buoyant, e.g. Bretherton et al. 2004; de Rooy

and Siebesma 2008); and dynamic variables: vertical ve-

locity w, buoyancy B and their lapse rates (e.g. Neggers

et al. 2002; Gregory 2001; von Salzen and McFarlane

2002). Such parameterizations have often been tested

against Large Eddy Simulation (LES) using mean cloud

field tracer budgets (e.g. Siebesma and Cuijpers 1995)

without consensus regarding the best predictors of entrain-

ment and detrainment emerging in the modeling commu-

nity.

More recently, Dawe and Austin (2013) have cal-

culated the relationship between fractional entrain-

ment/detrainment and a variety of mean cloud core and

environmental properties for individual shallow cumulus

clouds from two standard simulations of the Global En-
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ergy and Water Cycle Experiment (GEWEX) Cloud Sys-

tem Studies (GCSS, Randall et al. 2003) using subgrid-

scale interpolation to obtain a direct measurement of en-

trainment and detrainment from LES as described in Dawe

and Austin (2011), with the cloud tracking algorithm of

Dawe and Austin (2012) used to follow clouds over their

lifecycle. Their work suggests that the fractional entrain-

ment rate ε is most closely related to the mean cloud buoy-

ancy B and the environmental buoyancy lapse rate dθρ/dz

at that level, while the fractional detrainment δ correlates

most closely with the mean cloud vertical velocity w and

the critical mixing fraction χc at that level. To exam-

ine these relationships over a broader range of cloud and

environmental conditions, we construct a family of sim-

ulations spanning a range of cloud size distributions for

non-precipitating and precipitating clouds controlled by

the large-scale boundary conditions and external advective

and radiative forcings.

2. Model Description and Output Data Sets

All LES calculations were made using the System

for Atmospheric Modeling (SAM, Khairoutdinov and

Randall 2003). The large-eddy simulations are based

on the Cloud Feedbacks Model Intercomparison Project

(CFMIP) Global Atmospheric Systems Studies (GASS)

Intercomparison of Large Eddy and Single Column Mod-

els (CGILS) trade cumulus control case (S6) of Blossey

et al. (2013), typified by cloud tops below 3 km and cloud

fractions of less than 10%. Quasi-steady state shallow

cumulus regimes with a range of cloud size distributions

are generated by setting sea-surface temperature (SST) at

298.76 K (CGILS S6), 300 K and 301 K and balancing

large-scale subsidence warming and radiative cooling us-

ing the framework of Bellon and Stevens (2012), which

minimizes the number of parameters used to control the

shallow cumulus regimes.

The simulations were performed on a 9.6 km×9.6 km

horizontal×4.8 km vertical domain for 48 hours, using

a 25 m grid size in all directions and a 1 second time

step. The CGILS S6 control simulation required 10 days
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of model time to attain quasi-steady state, while the per-

turbed simulations required 48 hours of model time to

reach quasi-steady state when initialized with the CGILS

S6 control simulation turbulent boundary layer. For all

simulations, cloud base is at approximately 550 m, while

maximum cloud depth is 2375 m for the CGILS S6 con-

trol case, 2775 m for the 300 K SST case and 3300 m for

the 301 K SST case. Instantaneous model fields were out-

put each minute and individual cloud histories obtained

using the cloud tracking algorithm of Dawe and Austin

(2012) identified 9522 clouds, resulting in 56,198 cloud

snapshots comprising a total of over 2.6×105 samples of

cloud properties at various heights and times.

3. Entrainment and Detrainment in the CGILS Simu-

lations

Figure 1 shows the distribution of cloud depth d for the

three simulations. The probability distribution functions

(PDFs) follow power law scalings when binned using ei-

ther the horizontal cloud scale l determined as the square

root of cloud horizontal area a at height z or the individ-

ual cloud depth d as a measure of cloud size. The dis-

tributions show a scale break in the vicinity of d = 1000

m. We use d to categorize clouds as either “small” (d <
1000 m) or “large” (d > 1000 m). Below we examine

the variation of entrainment rate E (the horizontal con-

vergence of mass into the cloud, kgm−3 s−1), the vertical

mass flux M (kgm−2 s−1) and the fractional entrainment

rate ε = E/M (m−1) as a function of cloud size and envi-

ronmental and cloud characteristics; we similarly examine

the related quantities describing the horizontal divergence

of mass out of the cloud: detrainment rate D and fractional

detrainment rate δ .

The dependence of the entrainment rate E on cloud size

is shown in Figure 2. We omit the histograms of M(l)
which fit well with a power law of the form M(l) = M0lm

with exponent m in the range 2.43 to 2.72. We aim to find

a similar power law relationship between cloud size and

fractional entrainment rate ε = ε0le, but this is difficult to

determine directly due to the greater variability in ε than

either M or E caused by large values of ε for clouds with

near-zero mass flux. Instead we proceed indirectly by fit-

ting E = Mε = M0ε0lm−e, which produces the values for

the exponent m−e between 1.9–2.0 in Figure 2 a, b and c.

Combined with the estimate of m ≈ 2.5, this gives e ≈ 0.5
as shown in the height-dependent plots of Figure 2.

Joint PDFs between log10(ε) and cloud core properties

(vertical velocity w, cloud core horizontal area a, buoy-

ancy B, relative humidity RH of the non-cloudy model

grid cells that are nearest-neighbour adjacent to cloudy

cells or the “cloud shell”, and the height z) are calculated

to determine the dependence of the fractional mass en-

trainment rate ε on cloud variables. As shown in the first

column of Figure 3, there is little variation in fractional

entrainment rate across a wide range of cloud sizes, con-

sistent with the relatively small exponent e found in Fig-

ure 2. As in Dawe and Austin (2012), larger variable val-

ues are associated with smaller log10(ε) for w and B and

with larger values of log10(ε) for cloud shell RH across the

CGILS simulations (not shown), as well as for the cloud

scale bins of “small” clouds (Figure 3) and “large” clouds

(not shown). Similar relationships are observed from the

joint PDFs of the log10 of the fractional detrainment rate

δ (not shown).

We calculate the mutual information (MI, Shannon and

Weaver 1949; Dawe and Austin 2013) between entrain-

ment/detrainment and cloud properties using PDFs de-

termined from histograms to quantify the strength of the

qualitative dependencies suggested by the joint PDFs and

to untangle the strong correlations between cloud prop-

erties reported by Dawe and Austin (2012). Conditional

MI is used to rank the strength of the relationships be-

tween entrainment/detrainment and multiple cloud prop-

erties. Average cloud buoyancy B consistently shares the

highest MI with ε across the CGILS simulations, as well

as across the cloud scale bins, while vertical velocity w

shares the highest MI with ε conditional on B in most

cases. No cloud property showed a significant conditional

MI for the 301 K SST case, while the lapse rate of en-

vironmental density potential temperature dθρ/dz shared

the largest MI with ε conditional on w for the clouds with

depth d > 1000 m. Vertical velocity w consistently shared

the highest MI with δ across the CGILS simulations, as

well as across cloud scale bins, with dθρ/dz sharing the

highest MI with δ conditional on w in most cases, al-

though this was not always statistically significant.

We attempt to infer the functional form of the relation-

ships suggested by the MI analysis by fitting power laws

between ε , δ and the cloud properties with the highest pre-

dictive power as indicated by the MI. Power law relation-

ships between log10(ε) and predictors log10(B), log10(w)

and log10(Bw) obtained by performing linear least-squares

best fits for the clouds with d < 1000 m (Figure 4) sug-

gest a close-to-inverse relationship (slope of -0.86) be-

tween log10(ε) and log10(Bw), as well as yielding the low-

est RMS error. When all tracked clouds are considered,

the relationship between log10(ε) and log10(Bw) results in

the lowest RMS error (slope of -0.77, not shown), while

for the clouds with d > 1000 m, the relationship between

log10(ε) and log10(wdθρ/dz) results in the lowest RMS

error (slope of -0.89, not shown).

Power law relationships between log10(δ ) and predic-

tors log10(w), log10(dθρ/dz) and log10(wdθρ/dz) show

lowest variance for the relationship between log10(δ ) and

log10(w), with slopes of -1.34 for all tracked clouds, -1.39

for clouds with depth d < 1000 m and -1.36 for clouds

with depth d > 1000 m (not shown).
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4. Discussion

Previous work by Dawe and Austin (2013) determined

the joint PDFs for cloud core fractional mass entrain-

ment/detrainment rates and horizontal mean cloud core

properties, as well as empirical best-fit relations between

entrainment/detrainment and measures of cloud buoyancy,

environmental moisture and stability in cloud populations

of the simulated BOMEX (ocean equilibrium) and ARM

(land diurnal cycle) LES datasets. We extend this work

by verifying these relationships using a family of quasi-

steady state CGILS-based cloud fields.

Using MI analysis we determine the cloud variables that

correlate most closely to fractional entrainment ε and con-

firm the findings of Dawe and Austin (2012), namely that

at all heights in individual clouds average cloud buoyancy

B is most closely related to ε , followed by the lapse rate

of environmental density potential temperature dθρ/dz for

the clouds with depth d > 1000 m. In contrast to Dawe

and Austin (2012), we find that at all heights in individ-

ual clouds vertical velocity w is more strongly related to

ε than dθρ/dz for the clouds with depth d < 1000, as

well as for the individual clouds in the three CGILS-based

simulations; the latter is likely due to the large number of

“small” clouds. Vertical velocity w at all heights in indi-

vidual clouds is most related to δ across all CGILS-based

simulations and cloud size bins, confirming the findings of

Dawe and Austin (2012). However, we find no evidence

that the critical mixing fraction χc or the cloud shell RH

are closely correlated with δ in the CGILS simulations.

For all cloud properties considered, their functional rela-

tionships to ε and δ appear tantalizingly close to inverse

relationships.

Finally, we find power law relationships relating cloud

vertical mass flux distribution M(l) = M0l2.5 and entrain-

ment rate E(l) = E0l0.5 to cloud horizontal scale l at all

heights in individual clouds that are robust across the

CGILS-based simulations controlled by SST, as well as

across cloud size bins.
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FIG. 1. Histograms of cloud vertical scale d calculated from CGILS-based simulations with SST of 298.76 K (CGILS S6, black line), 300 K (blue

line) and 301 K (grey line) using a 10 m bin width. The dashed lines show linear best fit between 100-1000 m length scales to the cloud histograms.
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FIG. 2. Power law fits for mass entrainment rate E versus cloud horizontal scale l. a) and d) are calculated from all CGILS clouds; b) and e)

from clouds with thickness d < 1000 m and c) and f) from clouds with thickness d > 1000 m. a), b) and c) show fits based upon data from all

heights; white lines show mean E at each l, black lines show the best-fit power law. d), e) and f) show fractional entrainment rate ε power law fit

exponent e as a function of height in 50 meter bins.
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FIG. 3. Mean values of log10(ε) for each bin of joint probability density functions of various cloud core properties for individual clouds with

thickness d < 1000 m in the CGILS output. The y axis of each row shows height, vertical velocity, relative humidity of the cloud shell, and

buoyancy (from top to bottom), and the x axis of each column shows cross-sectional area, buoyancy, relative humidity of the cloud shell, and

vertical velocity (from left to right).
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FIG. 4. Joint probability density functions multiplied by bin area (P(x,y)∆x∆y) for individual clouds with thickness d < 1000 m in the CGILS

output of log10(ε) versus (a) log10 of buoyancy, (b) log10 of vertical velocity, and (c) log10 of buoyancy times vertical velocity. PDFs are plotted

using a logarithmic scale. White lines indicate the mean log10(ε) value as a function of the x axis variable, and black lines show linear least-square

best fits of log10(ε) versus the x axis variable.


